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CONFESSIONS OF A CROSSFITTER
by Joanna Coulombe
Hi, my name is Joanna and I am a jerk; first workout was 10 minutes for
CrossFit addict.
max weight. I stuck to the 35 pound
bar for the time as I had never done
I was introduced to CrossFit just a any movement like that before and felt
couple of months ago, when Kevin had kind of awkward. I also spent a lot of
brought me to the gym with him while time marveling at the amount of
he and a few others were doing dedication these 6 people with me in
workouts to prepare for the sectional the gym had. Instantly I was intrigued
competition that was in Fredericton. I and wanted to know more.
had never been near a CrossFit gym
before and really had no expectation A few hours later and we’re onto the
of what it would be like other than second workout. They were doing
people told me you have to be crazy. some combination of hand stand
Kevin walked me through the warm-up pushups and kettle bell swings while I
and showed me how to do a clean and did three rounds of shoulder press,
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kettle bell swings and squats. It took me nothing left, you somehow find it in you
a little over three minutes and in those to do more. I can’t explain the high I get
three minutes I was hooked!
when the workout is done. Knowing I’ve
just done something most people
A week or so later I was in my first wouldn’t even attempt is a pretty
group class; a little anxious because I’ve amazing feeling. I love the challenge
never done a group workout before and every workout brings and I love being
I happened to show up a little early and able to do things I’ve never done. Could
saw how exhausted the class before was I do a pull-up by myself? No way! Would
at the end of their workout. Virtual I have run a mile on my own? Nope! I’ve
shoveling and pushups was the deal of never been a runner. Would I have run a
the day and I have never been in so mile then done 100 pull-ups, 200
much pain the day after! I could barely pushups and 300 squats? Certainly not!
breathe without hurting but managed to But I have done it all I feel great and
push myself out of bed, got up and went can’t wait to do it again…only faster next
back to the gym to do Fight Gone Bad.
time. If there is one place you can see
progression and results, it’s CrossFit. If
There is an air of optimism, enthusiasm you like to set unlimited goals for
and dedication in our gym that I’m sure yourself and celebrate achieving them
can’t be found anywhere else. One of with one of the best group of people
my most memorable experiences is around, then here’s the place for you.
standing in the gym in Fredericton at the
Sectional competition screaming with I have never enjoyed working out as
everyone else there while Kevin did the much as I do today. I can honestly say
last WOD. Pick up the bar, get on the CrossFit is a great passion of mine. I’m
r i n g s , t h r e e m o r e b u r p e e s ! I t ’s completely addicted and never want to
impossible to quit when you have that stop doing it! I’ve got a long way to go
kind of support behind you, and it’s not but I’m excited for the journey to get
just at competitions. It’s everyday, in there, no where but up from here! I’m
every class no matter what you’re doing, really just a beginner in the CrossFit
someone will be there to push you world but already I can clean I can jerk
through it. When you think you’ve got and I have a nice snatch.
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Paleo Challenge Wrap-up

(with a 200# deadlift),
shaved off 43 seconds on
The 7-week Paleo Challenge her row and increased her
at CrossFit Moncton came to intro workout by 119 reps!
an end on April 17th. It took
some getting used to, but On average, contestants
everyone improved over the increased their results on the
intro workout by 53 reps.
course of the competition.
When members first began
the challenge, many were
complaining of headaches,
fatigue and lack of
motivation. That was their
body reacting to the new
diet. Those feelings and
reactions disappeared
quickly.
After a couple weeks into the
challenge, many commented
on the weight they lost, the
increase in energy
throughout the day, lower
cholesterol and decreased
blood pressure.
Marc H and Marlene S were
the contestants that came
out on top, but everyone
came out with better results.
Marc’s rowing time was
insane (7:07), with a 60
pound improvement on his
CF Total and 90 more reps
on the intro workout!

In seven weeks, contestants
improved their CrossFit Total
by an average of 28 pounds.
And finally, their 2km rowing
times decreased by 14
seconds on average.
And then there’s Andy, who
only came to the gym a
handful of times, that lost
weight and made
performance gains from just
following the Paleo Diet. A
poster child that shows
proper nutrition is the
foundation to health and
fitness.
A huge congratulations goes
out to all the Paleo Challenge
contestants! It was a long
seven weeks, but you
showed others that following
the Paleo Diet will help you
improve, not only at the
gym, but in your health and
well-being also.

Marlene was able to increase
her CF Total by 45 pounds
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WINNERS

PALEO PANCAKES
Ingredients:

-1 cup almond flour
-1/2 cup of apple sauce
-1 Tbsp coconut flour
-2 eggs
-1/4 cup water (consider soda water for
slightly fluffier pancakes)
-Tbsp oil
-a pinch of salt
-garnish with fresh berries

Directions:
1. Combine all ingredients in a bowl.
The batter will be appear a little
thicker than normal mix.
2. Drop by 1/4 cup onto a lightly-oiled,
non-stick frying pan over medium
heat. You might want to shape the
pancake with the scoop to keep
them from being too thick.
3. Flip like a normal pancake, about
when the bubbles start showing up
on the top.
4. Put on a plate and add berries.
http://www.paleoplan.com
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Was that a cat?

blood pressure and cholesterol
are at normal levels for the first
W h e n d i d y o u s t a r t time in years.
CrossFit?
September 2009
Has CrossFit benefited you
outside of the gym? CrossFit
What attracted you to the
has given me a new sense of
program? I started to change confidence. It’s been a nice
my lifestyle including eating
reminder that you can achieve
habits and exercise before
or do whatever you want with a
starting CrossFit. I had started little bit of hard work and
to lose weight but hit a plateau, support
I wasn’t losing anymore weight
and I was bored at the gym
Do you have an
using a continuous routine. I
accomplishment that you're
was introduced to CrossFit and very proud of? Getting my
I was addicted instantly.
first unassisted pull-up and
doing my first WOD as
Why do you keep coming
prescribed were great days.
back? I like the small classes
Finally doing an overhead squat
and the attention to detail you
of 100lbs would have to be my
receive from Kevin. I enjoy the proudest moment so far. I
challenge of setting goals and
struggled to move from 95lbs to
achieving them. Everyday is
100lbs from Dec 16th to April
different, even if repeating a
1st. It wasn’t a big jump, but I
WOD, you try a heavier weight, knew how much time and effort
more reps or a better time.
I had put into moving ahead.
What are your goals? Have
you reached any yet? My
current goals are a 5km run
under 23 minutes, 500m row
under 1:30, 400lbs Deadlift,
and an unassisted dip on the
rings. A few of my achieved
goals have been strict pull-ups,
more than one double under in
a row, and running without
walking breaks.
What are some results that
you've seen? I have more
energy, I sleep better and I
have noticed muscle tone I
haven’t seen in a while. My

If you're in an elevator, and
someone asks you "what is
CrossFit?" what would you
say? An accelerated form of
exercise with discipline, the best
thing I’ve done in years. If you
want to see results just try it.
What do you tell someone
that's hesitant to try
CrossFit? You have nothing to
lose and you’ll feel better. The
program is scaled around your
current ability and you won’t be
bored! You won’t know until
you give it a try.
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JAMIE ARNOLD

Stats
-CrossFitting
since Sept/09
-Deadlift: 365#
-Press: 120#
-Back Squat: 245#
-500m Row: 1:34.0
-5k Run: 25:00

Interested in joining?
Come try a FREE workout on
Saturday morning at 9am. Leave
your money at home. We don’t
want to sell you anything; we
just want you to feel the
difference CrossFit can make.

Contact Kevin Wood at
crossfitmoncton@hotmail.com
to confirm your FREE session, or
call (506) 962-0710.
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